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The Solar Energy Industries Association® (SEIA) is leading the transformation to a clean energy economy,
creating the framework for solar to achieve 20% of U.S. electricity generation by 2030. SEIA works with
its 1,000 member companies and other strategic partners to fight for policies that create jobs in every
community and shape fair market rules that promote competition and the growth of reliable, low-cost
solar power. Founded in 1974, SEIA is a national trade association building a comprehensive vision for
the Solar+ Decade through research, education, and advocacy.
SEIA supports, promotes, and facilitates PV Recycling, but we do not support attempting to
PV modules into an electronics recycling program that has been designed for very different
products. Thus, rather than add photovoltaic modules to Pennsylvania's existing Electronic
Recycling Program -the Covered Device Recycling Act - as HB 2197, we'd recommend that
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take a different approach that's been embraced by states like North Carolina, Minnesota, and Illinois.
SEIA's PV Recycling Working Group has been actively seeking and developing recycling partners across
the U.S since 2016. Over 95% of PV modules deployed in the U.S have been installed since 2012, and
such modules will stay in service for more than 25+ years. Nonetheless limited waste is generated when
panels are damaged during production, shipment, or installation, determined to be defective, by
weather events, and for warranty-related claims. As reported by NREL, not many PV modules have yet
to reach their end of life. PV is not estimated to reach even 10% of global e-Waste volumes until 2050.1

Therefore, there is time to develop a useful, market-based program that will not repeat the mistakes
made with e-Waste.
HB 2197 would require manufacturers to support recycling programs that collect solar panels for
recycling. As we've seen elsewhere, taking this approach is both unnecessary and premature.
Legislation adopted in North Carolina in 2019 provides for a comprehensive study of the characteristics,
expected quantities, and timing of end-of-life PV modules, with recommendations to follow for the
financing, decommissioning planning and management of the recovery, reuse, and recycling of such
modules, including recommendations for further legislation. Such a study will inform the final design
and adoption of a comprehensive program which would be data driven, consensus-based, designed for a
product that is constructed to last 25 - 50 years, and utilize the best available data and analysis.
Similarly, Washington State enacted legislation earlier this year that deferred implementation of a 2017
statute that would have provided for manufacturer liability for recycling PV modules. As passed by the
state House and Senate, the Washington bill required a study with provisions similar to those in the
North Carolina legislation. The study provisions were vetoed by Governor lnslee due to COVID-related
budget impacts; efforts remain underway to obtain stakeholder funding of the proposed study.
PV modules are fundamentally unlike e-waste, which has a much more limited useful lifetime of 3-7
years depending upon the product. Solar modules and other system equipment are durable products,
more akin to construction materials and HVAC equipment than iPhones or tablets. Solar equipment can
(and is warrantied to) last for decades, particularly with proper maintenance. Most solar modules have
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durable lifetimes of over 25 years and up to 40 years 2 and carry equipment warranties of up to 10-12

years (some exceed 15 years) and performance warranties of 15-25 years3•
Moreover, the lengthy warranties that manufacturers and developers provide for solar modules and
related equipment provides an important "first line of defense." The vast majority of solar modules
installed in Pennsylvania were placed in service in the last 10 years, and about half of that since 2016.
All of these modules are under warranty for many years. There are two implications. First, Pennsylvania
should not expect to see significant volumes of end of life PV for many years. Second, though modules
do sometimes become damaged in installation or operation, or for other reasons once installed, such
damaged modules are under warranty. For modules that are damaged during transport, the products
can be rejected upon delivery, replacements ordered and the manufacturer handles the disposal.
Damage from extreme weather such as storms are handled by insurance. Thus, in the near term,
modules which may be returned for one of these reasons will in all likelihood still be under warranty or
insurance, and therefore be returned and handled in manufacturers' existing warranty return processes
or through the insurance claim process.
SEIA's National Recycling Program is preparing now for larger volumes of waste to come in future years,
including those solar panels that reach actual end-of-life. By weight, more than 80 percent of a typical
PV panel is glass and aluminum - both common and easy-to-recycle materials. Recycling of solar
equipment is increasingly possible as more recyclers accept modules. Already SEIA's recycling partners
have processed >4M pounds of PV modules and related equipment since the program launched. SEIA's
recycling partners have locations throughout the U.S. and adding new partners as more recyclers
become available.
But quantities of PV modules requiring reuse, refurbishment, recycling, or safe landfill disposal in the
U.S. pale in comparison toe-waste and other products. In recent years, the U.S. is estimated to have
generated:
13.1 million metric tonnes (nearly 29 billion pounds) of e-waste
250,000 tons of plastic bottles (SO million pounds)
65 billion aluminum soda cans
4 million tons (8 billion pounds) of junk mail
In some cases, PV modules can be reused or refurbished to have a 'second life' generating electricity.
SEIA advises manufacturers, system, and project owners to consider reuse, refurbishment and/ or
recycling of first end-of-life PV modules, inverters, racking equipment and associated components when
possible.
While SEIA shares the Committee's goal of minimizing landfilling of solar PV modules, incorporating
these long-lived products into the state's e-waste program is not the solution. Rather, given the low
volumes of end-of-life solar products over the next decade and the likely warranty coverage for most
such products, there is time for the state to take a more considered approach, such as that taken in
North Carolina. A summary of the North Carolina bill is attached. Such a study might also examine the
economic impact of PV recycling on existing or new workforce development, as Illinois is doing. This
sort of approach may also help lead to further development of a comprehensive national program that
would improve the cost-effectiveness of PV recycling.
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SEIA and its members would encourage the state's legislators to develop recommendations to form and
support a stakeholder group to study, evaluate and make future recommendations on policy that would
benefit Pennsylvania, its growing solar market and its constituents, who like many across the U.S., value
and believe in investing in solar.
Should you have any questions regarding these matters, you can reach me at the contact information
below. Thank you for your consideration of this matter.
Sincerely,

Sean Gallagher
Vice President, State Affairs

SEIA~
C: (415) 261-7198
sgallagher@seia.org
Attachments:
SEIA-Recycling-Program-Factsheet-January 2020
SEIA Pennsylvania Fact Sheet
Summary of NC HB 329 (2019) provisions

Research and development priorities for silicon photovoltaic module recycling to support a circular
economy (link is online access only), Dr. Garvin Heath et al, Nature Energy Journal,
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41560-020-0645-2, published July 13, 2020.

Summary of North Carolina HB 329 (2019)

Item
Timeline
Applicability
Hazardous
Materials
Program

End of life
Include in study

NC HB 329 (2019)

3 yrs to study and develop regulations based on study
All rooftop and ground-mounted modules (plus energy storage and wind turbines)
Dept study extent to which present, develop regulations based on results
Adopt rules to establish a regulatory program to govern end-of-life for modules and
decommissioning
Study preferred methods of end of life management, including reuse, refurbishment,
recycling, safe landfill disposal
Economic and environmental costs and benefits associated with each method above

Include in study

The data-based expected economically productive life cycle of various types of
photovoltaic modules

Include in study

The volume currently in use in the State, and projections, based upon life cycle data, on
impacts to the State's landfill capacity if landfill disposal is permitted for such equipment
at end-of-life

Include in study

A survey of federal and other states' and countries' requirements regarding end of life
management, decommissioning, and financial assurance

Include in study

Whether or not adequate financial assurance requirements are necessary to ensure
proper decommissioning of utility-scale solar projects

Include in study

What Infrastructure may be needed to develop a practical, effective, and cost-efficient
means to collect and transport end-of-life photovoltaic modules, etc. for reuse,
refurbishment, recycling, or disposal

Include in study

Whether or not stewardship programs for the recycling of end-of-life photovoltaic
modules and energy storage system batteries are necessary for applications other than
utility-scale solar project installations, and if so, fees that should be established and the
overall market effect on the cost externality
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SEIA PV Recycling Partner Network
SEIA's PV Recycling Working Group has been actively
seeking and developing recycling partners across the
U.S since 2016. Over 95% of PV modules deployed in
the U.S have been installed since 2012, and such
modules will stay in service for more than 25+ years.
Nonetheless some waste is generated when panels are
damaged during production, shipment or installation,
determined to be defective, by weather events, and for
warranty-related claims.
SEIA's National Recycling Program is preparing now for
larger volumes of waste to come in future years.
Already SEIA's recycling partners have processed >4M
pounds of PV modules and related equipment since the
program launched.
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Photovohaic Panels; International Renewable Energy Agency and International Energy Agency Photovoltaic Power Systems.

While they offer specific benefits to SEIA members, the
recyclers provide their services to interested installers, project and system owners, developers, distributors and other
parties.
SEIA's current partners have prior expertise in recycling glass, polymerics, aluminum, scrap metal, and electronics;
all of which provide a good foundation for recycling PV modules, inverters, racking systems and other components of
a PV system. Our current network partners offer and provide services to SEIA members and industry throughout the
U.S. SEIA is continually working to find new partners in more geographies to make recycling more accessible in areas
where solar is installed.
The graphic below shows where SEIA's current partners are located and where we are in process of adding new
partners. As we expand our network to more areas, we help partner companies to develop their processes and
equipment for our technology. Overall, we aim to add 2-4 new partners yearly and for both new and existing
partners to expand their collection and processing locations.
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Photovoltaic equipment and options for first end-of-life stages
Like many other durable products and construction materials, solar equipment can last for decades, particularly with
proper maintenance. In some cases, PV modules can be reused or refurbished to have a 'second life' generating
electricity. The other components of solar systems can also be handled responsibly. Inverters can be recycled as eWaste and racking equipment can be re-utilized with newer technology or recycled like other metals.
SEIA advises manufacturers, system and project owners to consider reuse, refurbishment and/ or recycling of first
end-of-life PV modules, inverters, racking equipment and associated components when possible.
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While most PV panels produced today will have a
useful life for decades, there is inevitable waste
created during production, when panels are damaged
during shipment or installation, determined to be
defective, become obsolete or reach their end-of-life.
High-value recycling can help minimize lifecycle
impacts and recover valuable and energy-intensive
materials, thereby increasing sustainability within the
PV industry.
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PV panels typically consist of glass, aluminum, copper,
silver and semiconductor materials that can be
successfully recovered and reused. By weight, more
than 80 percent of a typical PV panel is glass and
aluminum - both common and easy-to-recycle
materials. Recycling of solar equipment is increasingly
possible as more recyclers accept modules.

Cooperation throughout the value chain
Research and development of PV-specific recycling equipment can optimize the recoverability and purity of
reclaimed materials. The start-up and support of new organizations will help the industry extend the useful life of
existing products while maintaining the quality and safety of the equipment. Working together with stakeholders
from all these areas will help inform and develop policy appropriately so that end-of-life management solutions
complement the deployment of solar.
SEIA and its members participate in research
studies and projects, white papers, collaborative
programs and present information, findings and
research at stakeholder meetings, conferences
and events to keep industry and others updated
on our progress in developing end-of-life
solutions.

www.seia.org
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Pennsylvania
Key Figures
Total Solar Installed

Solar Jobs1

Growth Projection

550.45 MW

4,231

1,004.63 MW over the

Ranks 18th in 2019

Ranks 27th

76.12 MW in 2019

Ranks 25th in 2019

Enough solar
installed to power:

67,620
homes

next 5 years

Percentage of state's
electricity from solar:2

Price decline over the
last five years:

0.30%

38%

There are 548 solar companies operating in Pennsylvania. 3

282

127

139

Installers/
Developers

Manufacturers

Others

The solar industry has invested $1,933.29 million in
Pennsylvania, including $178.67 million in 2019
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More information about solar energy in Pennsylvania4
Elizabethtown Solar has the capacity to generate 2.0 MW of electricity -- enough to power over 235
Pennsylvania homes.
Snyder's-Lance is one of the first major corporations to go solar in Pennsylvania with its 3 MW project in
Hanover.
At 2 MW, Lincoln Financial Field in Philadelphia is among the largest solar installations in Pennsylvania.
Completed in 2013 by NRG Energy Center Eagles, this photovoltaic project has enough electric capacity to
power more than 341 homes.
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